Alcudia and its surroundings
Looking at the map of Majorca, you can spot the two bays of Pollenca and Alcudia forming a
„W“ right in the north. Your holiday house is located on the southern shores of the Bay of
Pollenca, the upper one of the two bays. It only takes a few minutes from here to the historic
centre of Alcudia. You will hardly find a place with more history in Majorca than Alcudia.
The colony – back then known under the name Pollentia – was already founded in the year 70
BC by the Roman consul Caecillius Metellus Balearicus. The roman archaeological
excavations are a must-see on your vacation in the north of the island.
In the past years, Alcudia and its suburban areas have increasingly been evolving into a
culinary eldorado. Whether you are looking for simple cuisine or gourmet quality – offside
the touristy spots you will find fabulous and freshly prepared food for every taste at
reasonable prices. A regularly updated list of restaurant recommendations can be found in
your welcome folder.
Maricel and Marisol are located only 2.6 km away from the hotspot of the Majorcan surfers‘
community, the shores of ‘Sa Marina’ between Alcudia and Puerto Pollenca. This is where
the international kite- and windsurfing community is gathering to enjoy almost always perfect
wind conditions. Several surf schools and equipment lenders can be found here, too.
It also takes only a few minutes by bicycle or car to get to Majorca‘s longest sand beach
between Puerto Alcudia and Can Picafort, which does not only offer fantastic swimming and
tanning opportunities but also great sailing conditions. If you are interested in learning how to
sail, we highly recommend the “Wind & Friends” sailing school (www.windfriends.com).
You can find their brochure among other information in your welcome folder.
Just let us know what kind of holiday you are looking for and we will provide you with more
customized recommendations – be it on sports, culture, food or clubbing.
Good news for bike-lovers: You are surrounded by numerous training facilitites of some of
Europe’s top cycling teams! And that is for a reason: The mountains surrounding the bays in
the north of Majorca are hosting very demanding bike trails such as the one leading to Cap
Formentor or to the mountain monastery of Llluc. For „easy riders“, there are of course also
plenty of easier trails such as the picturesque biking route along the coast or through the
Majorcan gardens to Pollenca.
By the way, we don’t have bicycles, but we can organise any kind of bikes (e.g. trecking bikes
for ar rental price of 60€ per week) for you if you let us know well in advance. Please don’t
forget that there is an obligation to always wear helmets on the island.

